PyCharm 191.6605.3 Release Notes
No subsystem

Bug

PY-34118

empty conda packages on Mac OS with anaconda installed globally

Interpreters
Settings

Bug

PY-33884

PyCharm thinks Python 3.8 is Python 3.7

Bug

PY-33527

Conda environment creation error: SSLError("Can't connect to HTTPS URL
because the SSL module is not available.")

Bug

PY-34267

DLL load failed while indexing Anaconda

Bug

PY-34834

SSLError while installing `numpy` to `conda` environment using `pip`

Task

PY-32243

Update bundled third-party Python tools for 2019.1

Profiler

Bug

PY-34730

Can't run profiler with conda interpreter

Editor. Editing
Text

Bug

IDEA-208853 Changing scratch language causes IntelliJ to lose scratches

Bug

IDEA-208508 Wrong size of quick navigation popup hides part of the popup text

Packaging

IDE Configuration Bug

IDEA-209415 “Start Failed” on closing the import-settings dialog

Platform API

Feature

IDEA-207347 Please allow the UndoRedoAction to use the JB UndoManager for a
JTextComponent

Feature

IDEA-209154 Allow plugins to contribute additional details into description template used by
'Submit a bug report' action

Bug

IDEA-203089 Optional dependency load order is not respected

Plugin
Development

Bug

IDEA-208819 Devkit: false positive from UsePrimitiveTypesInspection

Plugin
Management

Bug

IDEA-205032 Updating plugins in an offline environment no longer works with new
marketplace and custom plugin repository

Structural Search
and Replace

Bug

IDEA-208475 Problems finding for loop statements

Task
Management

Bug

IDEA-205194 When I open a task with "create branch" option checked IDE tires to create a
branch twice in a row

Terminal

Usability IDEA-205690 Terminal without running processes shows confirmation dialog on attempt to
close it
Usability IDEA-116221 Escape doesn't move focus back to the Editor from Terminal tool window

User Interface

Usability IDEA-207735 "Show file at revision" invoked from git log-based history does not show hash in
editor tab title when "Show directory for non-unique file names" is enabled
Usability IDEA-209229 When project is opened via launcher script Welcome screen is shown for a
second
Usability IDEA-209167 "Submit Feedback" action from Android plugin overrides the platform action

User Interface.
Controls

Bug

IDEA-208437 Context help tooltips aren't shown in inspection settings

User Interface.
Focus

Bug

IDEA-209224 Can't use "Injected Language" feature because popup doesn't appear

User Interface.
Keyboard Input

Bug

IDEA-208572 Customized keymap for Up/Down/Left/Right is not applied to main menu

User Interface.
Navigation

Bug

IDEA-207202 Quick action list trigger doesn't redraw on the first few mouse clicks

Bug

IDEA-205837 Recent files popup navigates to the last location after open from Find Action

Bug

IDEA-199673 [Run config in the new SE] run config in a folder could not be found

Bug

IDEA-208969 Search Everywhere: Use addInputEvent method for correct collecting statistics

XML

Bug

IDEA-207657 Quick fix to escaping "&" breaks inside injected languages inside XML

Navigation &
Search

Bug

DBE-7544

DataGrip: Add keyboard shortcuts when viewing the Navigate
Table/Routine/Class window

Usability DBE-7792

Include model items (tabel names, function names, ...) in Find in Path

User Interface

Feature

DBE-6605

Within the "Recent files" popup, Ctrl-Q/Ctrl-Shift-I on table views should popup
the definition, same as in the database view.

Dart

Bug

WEB-37752

Dart Plugin shows only one line in quick definition look up for initialized variables
(ctrl+shift+I)

Task

WEB-37677

Support new Dart syntax: spread collections, control flow collections

HTML

Bug

WEB-37786

JSX Emmet: wrong expand of the comment filter

JSON

Feature

WEB-37676

Specify language injection in a json-schema file

Bug

WEB-37789

JSON Schema documentation for additionalProperties not working

Bug

WEB-37731

JSON Schema's $ref showing property '' not found

Feature

WEB-27639

Support Unicode property escapes

Bug

WEB-32868

Move caret to the block end doesn't work in JSX when caret is in the tag name

Feature

WEB-31541

Generate debug configuration for @angular/cli

Bug

WEB-37991

Regression in 2019.1: Webstorm complains about [ngValue] on <option>

Bug

WEB-37838

Ionic events not recognized by angular inspection

Bug

WEB-37970

Regression in 2019.1: Components and Directives used from imported Angular
library show up as errors

Bug

WEB-37877

Angular: issues with union types

Bug

WEB-37915

False positive 'File reference problem' for angular template

Bug

WEB-31327

"Unreachable code" inspection false positive

Bug

WEB-33988

Infinite while loop incorrectly flags outer try block as unreachable

Bug

WEB-36833

finally { ... } code incorrectly flagged as unreachable

JavaScript

JavaScript.
Frameworks

JavaScript.
Inspections

Linters

Usability WEB-36808

For linter errors with no quick fix provided, show suppress rule actions in the
top-level menu

Unit Tests

Bug

Jest: avoid duplicating of expected and actual values for failed assertions

WEB-37982

